Abstract. The advent of real-time ultrasound in the 1970s, together with a growing interest in tissue characterization, led to a number of investigators using the nature of tissue motion to distinguish healthy from diseased tissue. Our group at the (then) Ultrasonics Institute demonstrated the use of phase methods for detecting very small tissue motions, using natural stimuli. The method could also be applied in the lag (autocorrelation) domain to directly measure the amount of deformation to high accuracy. This method was also applied to measuring the amount of dilatation of blood vessels using both conventional and intravascular ultrasound. A basic limitation of these techniques was the poor spatial resolution, and quasistatic methods soon replaced this method of measuring tissue deformation. However, a new way of assessing the health of tissues had been established.
Introduction: ultrasound finds the third dimension-time
The early 1980s was a time of rapid evolution of clinical ultrasound. Between the late 1970s and the mid 1980s, static scanners, which took several seconds to record an image, were entirely replaced by real-time scanners, which were first introduced by Bom and his colleagues (Bom et al 1971) . While it was originally considered that the role of real-time ultrasound might be restricted to cardiac applications, clinicians using the relatively high-quality, real-time greyscale machines introduced in the early 1980s were soon able to equal the resolution (though not the field of view) of the best static scanners of the day. However, the extra information added by the time dimension far outweighed the loss of information caused by the restricted field of view.
Early users of real-time ultrasound developed radiological signs based on patterns of intrinsic tissue motion, particularly in cardiology (Lalani and Lee 1976) . Obstetric ultrasound was soon observing limb motions, and more subtle physiological activity such as fetal breathing movements (Trudinger et al 1978) . The early real-time machines lacked grey-scale processing, and were therefore restricted to moving structures with large interfaces. This usually involved intrinsic motion such as that of the myocardium, diaphragm or other vital muscular tissue.
With the combination of grey scale and real-time, it was natural that the growing interest in tissue characterization would prompt the use of quantitative methods for assessing soft tissue motion. The venue for the presentation of some of these early results was the International Symposium on Ultrasonic Imaging and Tissue Characterization, still organized by Dr Melvin Linzer but then associated with the United States National Bureau of Standards (Gore et al 1978 , Nicholas 1980 . This paper will describe some of the early work in elastography, particularly performed by the (then) Ultrasonics Institute of the Australian Department of Health. The authors would like to thank the editors for giving us the opportunity to place this early work in the context of what followed.
Real time, elastography and Doppler
There are potentially several ways in which the way tissue moves can be used for determining the health or otherwise of human tissue, using ultrasound. These may be categorized according to the criteria listed in table 1, based on the source of tissue movement and the way in which it is measured and analysed. As shown in table 1, early researchers in ultrasonic measurement of tissue motion had a variety of options from which to choose. The stimulus to the motion could be externally applied (in most current applications, by applying pressure with the transducer), generated by the actual tissue itself, such as the contraction of myocardium, or be the result of nearby intrinsic motion, such as the response of the liver to nearby aortic and cardiac pulsation. Much of the early work used intrinsic or external stimuli. The lack of control over the nature of the stimulus required that parameters such as displacement or velocity needed to be measured over the relevant cycle (e.g. a heart cycle) and displayed as a waveform. Many of the resulting signal processing techniques are similar to those of Doppler ultrasound, and Doppler techniques were often used to display tissue motion. In the early years of research in this field (approximately 1982-90) many workers used natural palpation and a variety of methods for measuring the resulting tissue deformation.
Currently, ultrasound elastography research falls into two main groups; those who use a quasistatic, externally applied force, and those who use a periodic excitation, which may be externally applied or naturally generated in the tissue itself.
One of the earliest groups in this field was that based at the Institute of Cancer Research in the UK. Dickinson and Hill (1982) published a correlation method for detecting changes in tissue motion from correlations among successive lines of sight in video-detected (i.e. incoherent) A-mode scans. This method was later used (Tristam et al 1986) to detect changes in elastic properties of a range of tumours when naturally 'palpated' by the nearby heart. Later the technique was used (Adler et al 1990) on incoherent M-mode images of fetal lung to quantify the variation of lung deformability with gestational age. Such tissue cannot be palpated directly, but is conveniently located near a natural source of simulation (the fetal heart) with a relatively fixed spatial relationship.
The earliest workers using natural stimulation made little attempt to understand the temporal behaviour of the displacements, velocities and deformations induced by the cardiac stimulation. Parker and his co-workers at the University of Rochester (Parker et al 1989, Parker and Lerner 1992) described the waveforms in terms of the response of a linear system, although the complexity of the boundary conditions made quantitative analysis of tissue parameters very difficult.
If the stimulation force is sinusoidal, the resulting motion of the tissue can be analysed in terms of the propagation of a shear wave. This model was exploited by Sato and his co-workers at the Tokyo Institute of Technology (Yamakoshi et al 1990) who did a large number of in vitro and animal studies of the propagation of 100 Hz shear waves. For example, it was possible to visualize through a strobing technique the refraction of shear waves through interfaces through regions of variable speed of sound.
The measured parameter is ideally one of the diagonal components of the compressibility matrix, since this relates most strongly to physical changes associated with pathological change. A recent review describes in more detail how the 81 possible coefficients of deformation of a material are reduced to the two Lamé constants, closely related to the Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio, which can be approximated with ultrasound. However, apart from a small amount of work from Ophir's group looking at the Poisson's ratio (Konofagou and Ophir 1998) , most elastographic methods are aimed at detecting variations in the axial (i.e. along lines of sight) Young's modulus of tissue. However, when Doppler methods are used, maximum tissue velocity is more easily measured, while some cardiac applications use tissue displacement as a measure of myocardial efficacy. The computational domain for current elastography measurements is virtually always the space/time domain, i.e. tissue compression is estimated as a spatial gradient of tissue displacement. However, a number of early workers worked with the autocorrelation function (or its frequency domain counterpart, the power spectrum) in order to take advantage of the robustness of methods based on analysis of the power spectrum. In some instances the shift-invariant nature of the power spectrum can be advantageous. This is true when the relative shift between scatterers at the extremes of the sample volume is significantly less than the gross movement of tissue within the volume.
The commonest current definition of elastography uses an external, quasistatic stimulus, measures compression as a spatial gradient of tissue displacement, and performs all computations in the spatial (rather than autocorrelation) domain. In doing so, it quantifies one of the oldest methods of medical diagnosis, palpation, which simply detects areas of low compressibility.
While this paper does not claim to be an exhaustive review of the subject of the measurement of elastic properties of tissue, of which several have been written (Ophir et al 1996) , even such a brief survey should mention the use of other imaging modalities for measuring tissue elasticity. Apart from ultrasound, only magnetic resonance imaging has been used for estimating tissue elasticity (Fowlkes et al 1995) . A unique property of MRI is the ability to 'tag' the tissue with a grid of magnetic markers, which allows a two-dimensional deformation map to be derived very rapidly and accurately (Stuber et al 1998) ; unfortunately ultrasound has to rely on tissue's intrinsic pattern of speckle and phase to recover tissue motion.
Early Ultrasonics Institute work
The principal research tool of the (then) Ultrasonics Institute (UI) of the Australian Department of Health was the UI Octoson (Carpenter et al 1977) . This was a static (i.e. not real-time) scanner which used eight transducers immersed in a water bath below the patient to provide panoramic, compound scans of the anatomy. Palpation was not possible with this scanner, so studies of tissue dynamics were done using M-mode techniques and the natural 'palpation' associated with cardiac and aortic pulsations. An advantage of the system was the stable and reproducible coordinate system associated with the movable transducer gantry. However, by recording data throughout a cardiac cycle, the system obtained excellent time resolution at the expense of spatial resolution, and it was, in principle, possible to make a detailed analysis of the time dependence of displacement, velocity, velocity gradient and strain through a cardiac cycle. In practice, the complexity of driving force and boundary conditions made such an analysis impossible, and simple averages of the most relevant parameters were used. Indeed, it was not until the quasistatic technique first described by of Ophir and his group that temporal resolution could be dispensed with entirely in exchange for unexpectedly fine spatial resolution, rivalling that of conventional ultrasound imaging.
The data acquisition system (Wilson and Robinson 1982) consisted of a 10 MHz analogueto-digital converter processing M-mode lines of sight triggered at a pulse repetition rate of 100 Hz. Data were acquired both from the UI Octoson and later from a purpose-built tissue characterization scanner, the XTC scanner (Kossoff et al 1985) . All data processing was done using the in-house data analysis software package 'Twodimsy' (Knight and Robinson 1987) . The UI group demonstrated two techniques with a very close affinity with Doppler ultrasound, since they relied on phase coherence between lines of sight. Such coherence is readily observable in visual displays of such radiofrequency M-mode data sets (figure 1) for soft tissue, even in the presence of compression. In the discussion which follows, the 'short time' dimension relating to depth in tissue will be referred to as if it is a purely spatial dimension x, while the dimension relating to the 'long time' between acquiring lines of sight will be referred to as the temporal dimension t. It is a common assumption that negligible tissue motion takes place during the acquisition of each line of sight.
The first technique involved the simple observation of phase coherence, where phase φ(x, t) of a narrow-band signal f (x, t) is defined as
where f Hi (x, t) is the Hilbert transform of f (x, t) where it is understood that the calculation of the Hilbert transform is carried out in the spatial dimension x, since this is the dimension in which the signal is relatively narrow-band. The minus sign is a convention of the definitions of Hilbert transform and phase respectively. Making the reasonable assumption that tissue follows points of constant phase, the 'phase velocity' of the tissue is defined as
i.e. the partial derivative of x with respect to t, moving along a locus of constant φ. This leads to an expression for velocity
Equation (3) is, of course, analogous to the Doppler equation
since ∂φ/∂t can be associated with the Doppler frequency f D (multiplied by half the speed of sound c), while ∂φ/∂x can be associated with the ultrasound frequency f 0 . Three practical difficulties need to be overcome before equation (3) can be used for velocity calculation:
(a) Phase measurements are inherently unstable near zeros of the analytic signal (Voelcker 1966) , requiring averaging of equation (3) with a weighting factor calculated from the magnitude of the local analytic signal. (b) Phase derivatives calculated using equation (3) will contain discontinuities associated with phase wrapping. A simple phase unwrapping algorithm described by Wilson and Robinson (1982) can overcome this difficulty. (c) Aliasing imposes an upper limit to motion measured in this way, once again analogous to Doppler ultrasound.
Local tissue strain s(t) can be calculated from equation (3) by computing velocity gradients with respect to x, then integrating with respect to time, i.e.
There is, however, a more elegant way to compute tissue strain from the data illustrated in figure 1 . This is based on the properties of the power spectrum, and although this technique was published by the present authors in 1982, power spectral methods have not been widely discussed in the literature until recently , when some of their features for measuring strain directly have become apparent. Power spectral methods have a number of advantages; although they are less precise, they are more robust. Close inspection of the lines of sight (columns) in figure 1 will reveal a small amount of jitter due to poor synchronization between the analogue to digital converter and transducer triggering. Such jitter may also be observed with hand-held or intravascular transducers. Computing compression as a derivative of displacement involves applying a gradient operator to the previously derived time domain delay estimates in order to compute a strain estimate. A recent discussion shows that there exists a simple relationship between the movement of the centroid of the power spectrum and the tissue strain. In particular, they showed that power spectral methods maintain their accuracy even when tissue strains are high enough for time domain methods to fail due to decorrelation effects. Decorrelation refers to the increasing dissimilarity between pre-and post-compression radiofrequency signals due to interference effects between scatterers in the tissue (Varghese and Ophir 1998) . So there is seen to be a trade-off of robustness versus accuracy between coherent (time domain) methods and incoherent (power spectral domain) methods, with time domain methods having greater accuracy at low strain values, but power spectral domain methods having greater robustness at high strain values. In their initial paper, the current authors (Wilson and Robinson 1982) pointed out a method for combining the accuracy of phase coherence methods with the robustness of power spectral methods. It is a well-known result (Bracewell 1978 ) that the inverse Fourier transform of the power spectrum of a signal a(x) is its autocorrelation function c(u) defined as
where a(x) is the analytic signal of the line of sight and a * (x) is its complex conjugate. The variable u, the analogue of the spatial variable x, is sometimes known as lag. Here we have defined the analytic (complex) signal corresponding to the real autocorrelation function, since the phase of this signal can be easily calculated. Comparing pre-and post-compression autocorrelation functions can be done by (highly accurate) phase comparison methods, while maintaining the robustness and shift invariance of power spectral methods. Tissue displacements exceeding the aliasing limit will not affect the autocorrelation representation.
This eliminates any uncertainty introduced by aliasing in velocity, since only aliasing in velocity gradient will affect the calculation. The key observation is that trajectories of constant phase φ in the autocorrelation, or lag, domain in the vicinity of a specific lag u 0 will correspond to the relative movements of scatters separated by a distance u 0 . No formal proof of this assumption (based on observation; e.g. figure 2 ) is known to the present authors. However, for small displacements, estimates of deformation made using the autocorrelation method agree with those made via the spatial domain. (At large displacements, measurements made via the spatial domain may be affected by aliasing.) Figure 2 shows the real part of the set of autocorrelation functions calculated for the spatial domain data shown in figure 1. The horizontal axis is the same as figure 1, but the vertical axis is now lag u. The vertical excursions of a constant-phase point moving approximately horizontally across figure 2 at a lag u 0 represent the relative motions of points separated by a distance in the original tissue. So the relative phase excursions are proportional to lag u, and greater accuracy is obtained by using larger values of u. However, quite accurate measurements of strain are possible for small values of u due to the elimination of noise due to jitter (compare the coherence between adjacent lines of sight for figure 1 and figure 2) .
The computation proceeds by substituting c(u) for a(x), then calculating the tissue strain s (t) at time t as
in place of equation (4), where s (t) is the strain calculated by the autocorrelation method and u 0 is a particular value of lag. A plot of s (t) for a 10 mm segment of normal liver is shown in figure 3 . This technique cannot measure compressibility of tissue because the driving force is unknown, and, more significantly, the excitation excites modes of vibration of tissue which have complex spatial and temporal dependences Lerner 1992, Lerner et al 1990) .
However, its potential for investigation of deep structures led to a research program at UI in diseased and healthy liver in order to detect differences among disease states. A standardized line of sight was chosen as in figure 4, i.e. a radial line intersecting both the aorta and the inferior vena cava, at the level determined by the constraints of maximum depth of vessel-free tissue unobstructed by ribs. An estimate of the amount of deformation undergone by the tissue was extracted from each compression curve by calculating its root mean square value over the temporal range of the curve (2.56 s, or about three cardiac cycles).
Curves of root mean square compression were obtained at 1 cm intervals along this line of sight, and the curves compared among normal and diseased livers. The resulting curves were more complex than expected, because what was being calculated was in fact the energy in a complex, three-dimensional wave pattern induced in the tissue by cardiac pulsation, containing many nodes and antinodes. For example, figure 5 shows root mean square tissue compression plotted from the skin to the IVC for a normal liver. Note the extreme excursions corresponding to nodes and antinodes in the liver structure. By comparison, a liver containing large metastatic deposits (figure 6) shows small compression values of the range of depths corresponding to the tumour, equivalent to an ultrasonic 'palpation' of the tumour (Dadd and Wilson 1985) .
While this work showed that ultrasound was capable of extremely accurate measurements of tissue compression, correlation with disease was only possible in a few cases of discrete tumour. The technology then in use did not permit two-dimensional parametric imaging of elastography. 
Vascular applications
The pulsatile motion of arterial walls is a well-established marker of these vessels, and many groups have measured the compliance of arterial walls from their amount of movement. In the authors' original paper (Wilson and Robinson 1982) it was shown that if a sample volume is placed so as to just include both anterior and posterior walls, the lag domain analysis produces a graph of variation in vessel relative diameter throughout a cardiac cycle. This analysis does not require normalization for vessel diameter, since the echoes used for the analysis are automatically obtained at a lag value corresponding to the vessel diameter. An example of line of sight, raw radiofrequency data, range gate for measurement and resulting curve is shown in figure 7 .
The relative diameter variation in a normal carotid artery over several cardiac cycles is shown in figure 8 .
This early analysis (as any analysis performed with conventional ultrasound) measured relative vessel dilatation at a single point, through only one vessel radius. The advent of intravascular ultrasound made it possible to view vessels in real time, isotropically with respect to radial direction. In this way, differential behaviour around the vessel wall may assist the detection of vascular disease which affects only a part of a vessel. Indeed, differential coefficients of compressibility have been shown to predispose plaque to rupture (Cheng et al 1993 , Loree et al 1994 . Accordingly, when this group began investigating tissue characterization using intravascular ultrasound, vessel dynamics formed an important component of this work.
These methods rely on the fact that tissue volume is locally conserved; therefore healthy (compliant) vascular tissue will reduce its radial dimension as the vessel distends, while tissue made less compliant by calcification will maintain a fixed radial dimension. Such variation is not detected by measurements of velocity or displacement alone; only measurements of dilatation/compression will be sensitive to such changes. On the other hand, compression measurements will detect regions of locally spurious rigidity, usually corresponding to calcification. In this in vitro study, radiofrequency data were not obtainable at a suitably high frame rate over the entire 360
• scan of the transducer, so the study proceeded using frame-grabbed videotaped images from in vivo clinical studies. Despite using video detected data (compared with radiofrequency data used for the previous studies), the thinning of the vessel wall associated with arterial expansion was detected. The method for detecting this thinning uses the scale property of the Fourier transform:
where F is the Fourier transform operator, s(kt) is the signal with its argument scaled by a factor k and S(f/k) is the Fourier transform with its argument scaled by 1/k. The method developed by us (Talhami et al 1994) relied on the fact that for some types of signal, scaling of the argument of a spectrum is well approximated by a spectral shift over a sufficiently narrow range of frequencies. This approximation was recently formalized . Muscular arterial walls are, in fact, usually visualized using intravascular ultrasound as two echogenic layers (intima and adventitia) separated by an echo-free layer (media) (Roelandt et al Figure 9 . Relative compressions over several heart cycles, recorded at two separate locations on a vessel wall using intravascular ultrasound. Reduced compression in the calcified area is clearly evident.
1993). A video-detected radial line of sight passing through the vessel wall may be crudely approximated by two delta functions corresponding to intima and adventitia respectively, both of which move radially with systolic-diastolic blood pressure changes, but whose relative spacing may depend on wall elasticity. The Fourier transform of two delta functions whose spacing varies is sinusoidal with a period inversely proportional to the spacing; with appropriate choice of bandwidth this is converted into a shifting maximum. The processing proceeds by means of a Chirp Z-transform which effectively computed a limited-frequency Fourier transform power spectrum. The first moment of this spectrum was found to vary with vessel wall compression, as shown in figure 9 . This processing method, like that used for tissue compression measurements, as in equation (6), is invariant to tissue displacement, but sensitive to relative compression. Many other groups have investigated vessel wall compressibility using similar methods (de Korte et al 1998, Ryan and Foster 1997) , though the lag domain methods have not found favour. In some cases, the intention is to use a partial expansion of a balloon in a balloon angioplasty to estimate the effect of a full inflation; in other cases, the natural pressure variation in the vessel is used as a test of the vessel's behaviour under stress.
A recent paper (Insana et al 1999) gives a unified description of quasistatic methods, and in particular describes the trade-off between spatial resolution and precision of elasticity measurement. It is clear that lag domain methods, while measuring tissue strain to very high accuracies, may be incapable of the degree of spatial resolution required to form parametric images.
And the movement continued . . .
This journal issue contains many articles which illustrate the way in which elastography has evolved since its inception in the early 1980s. It has become an area of focus for a number of research groups working in ultrasonic tissue characterization. However, the major manufacturers have shown far greater interest in developing Doppler-related methods, such as Doppler tissue imaging (McDicken et al 1992) , which provides information about local wall movement, usually in the myocardium, or image-analysis methods, such as acoustic quantification, to automatically measure size and velocity of the myocardium (Mor-Avi et al 1998, Palka et al 1995) . This latter technique was based on image analysis and edge detection rather than formal methods of elastography. Current interest in elastography dates largely from the initial paper from Ophir and his group . This work emerged, in fact, from efforts to measure the speed of sound in biological tissue (Robinson et al 1991) . Ophir's dual-image comparison was initially part of a calibration procedure for sound speed measurement. It soon emerged that elastography provided far more information about tissue structure than sound speed measurement, which soon disappeared as an area of research in ultrasonic tissue characterization.
By 1982 real-time ultrasound had totally supplanted static methods, and ultrasonic tissue characterization was seen as ready to move from the research laboratory to the clinic. It seemed a natural step that the quantification of ultrasonic imaging would include quantification of the newly explored world of moving tissue. Those of us who took part in the first faltering steps into this field can feel both vindicated and disillusioned. Vindication comes, of course, from the thriving amount of research which has resulted from these early efforts. The work has indirectly influenced many clinical application areas, particularly Doppler signal processing, and much of the effort of the Sydney group was diverted into this application area (Wilson 1991) . However, at the time of writing no commercial ultrasound scanners contain algorithms based on the main body of research in this area, and this would be the most satisfying conclusion of the work which began with the experiments described in this paper.
